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Aided by their 'unlimited' endurance, solar powered satellite

transmissions allow for SeaTag's™ to be efficiently located and
recovered at sea or on a beach and then re-used. These dual

capabilities combine to support routine, systematic satellite tagging.
 

Goetz et al. (2017) demonstrated this for sable fish management,
recovering batches of SeaTag-MOD tags post pop-up by Argos locating

and radio direction finding, retrieving full archived data sets and re-
deploying individual tags up to four times to date.

 

 
By applying similar routine tagging techniques, turtle distribution and
behavior is available on a real-time dashboard, supporting dynamic
management such as time area closure and speed reduction zones.

 
Choosing Tag Models:

Effective tagging may be based on choosing one or several models. 
For dispersal, a large number of animals may be tagged with the low-

drag SeaTag-TT™, and SeaTag-LOT™ for post-catch mortality.
 Choose the high-capability SeaTag-MOD™ to study habitat, detailed

behavior, diving and other activity. Visit the knowledge base section of
our web site for additional information.

Tag Recovery & Re-Use



 

Tagging used to be episodic due to high-cost that limit their use to a

small sample size. Long-term tagging for sea turtle management is

needed now to enact dynamic responses to constantly changing

threats to sea turtles. 
 

SeaTag's™ satellite tags offer wildlife managers and researchers the

opportunity for realistic studies of dynamic phenomena. The

affordability offered by using SeaTag's™ provide the powerful capability

to deliver detailed observational data from anywhere in the oceans at a

realistic scale. With the SeaTag-TT™ and -LOT™ you can use cost

effective tags to maximize sample size obtaining a large and dynamic

data set. Achieve more by studying detailed behavior with a high-

capability SeaTag-MOD™. This brochure describes the unique

capabilities of these tags, as demonstrated and validated by a number

of recent studies.
 

Affordability = Scale Ability

 
SeaTag-LOT™ is a low-cost PSAT particularly suited for large scale

stock assessment studies, including dispersal/ocean currents and post-
release mortality.  This small pop-up tag may be tethered to a turtle, or

deployed as an ocean drifter. 
 

Mortality studies are supported through the tag's detection of
temperature gradients, measured in ▲ degree C/minute. This method,
developed in collaboration with the Virginia Institute of Marine Sciences

(VIMS) relies on the fact that a diving animal experiences pronounced
temperature changes. Cessation of these changes indicate mortality or

tag shedding. (Goldsmith et. al, 2017)

SeaTag-LOT™
Dispersal & Mortality

Starting at $499
Price (USD) for 
quantity 999+

$899 for qty 1-49

SeaTag-MOD™
Behavioral studies
Starting at $1750

Price (USD) for 
quantity 50+

$2500 for qty 1-9

SeaTag-TT™
Low drag beacon
Starting at $549 

Price (USD) for 
quantity 1000+

$990 for qty 1-49 

 
Operating as an ocean drifter, six tags were deployed to study ocean

currents to estimate the natal dispersal of Hawksbill Turtles in the Hawaii
Islands. (Van Houtan et. al, 2016)

 
Maximum daily temperature gradient experienced by a bluefin tuna. 
 Cessation of the gradient (last two days) is an indicator of mortality.

Because loss of tag or data are

inherent risks of satellite

tagging, our SeaTag-GOLD™

program protects your sample

size by replacing non or

marginally reporting tags caused

by a variety of environmental,

system or unanticipated mission

specific factors. Contact us or go

online to www.desertstar.com to

learn more.

Tracks of nine loggerhead
sea turtle post-hatchlings

tagged with SeaTag-TT
(Abalo-Morla et. al, 2018)

The Ocean is ever changing and 
so are the risks to Sea Turtles

SeaTag-LOT™
Dispersal, Stock Assessment & Mortality

https://www.desertstar.com/page/enhanced-warranty
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs00227-018-3306-2


 
The SeaTag-TT™ is a miniature, long

endurance ARGOS location beacon for diving
animals. It is suitable for juvenile and adult life

stages and across various species of Sea
Turtle. (Abalo-Morla et. al, 2018)

 

The use of solar power and a fast charging
ultra capacitor that holds enough charge for a

single transmission lets the tag respond rapidly
to brief periods of strong sunlight, such as
might be encountered by a turtle during a

surface interval. SeaTag-TT™ can withstand a
diving depth to 800m and is available in two

models; 

 

SeaTag-MOD™ was used to investigate the hourly activity of sailfish as
indicated by high sample rate accelerometer data, and finding a close

correlation to available light as well as the reported catches of the
recreational fishery. 

 
The SeaTag-TT/17g offered the lowest drag in this ASME study and

therefore reduces the behavioral impact of the tag. Used here for
attachment to a 30cm carapace green sea turtle. (Kelly et. al, 2019)

The data return of SeaTag-TT's™ include ARGOS satellite positions,
Temperature, and GLS light based observation and reporting to obtain

approximate positions even when the tag starts fouling and 
 transmission become insufficient for ARGOS determined positions.

(Pütz et. al, 2017) 
 

Using solar power, ARGOS reporting endurance has been observed up
to 14 months to date. (Van Houtan et. al, 2016)

 

ST-TT/25g™ 
(25 gram quad solar panel) 

 

ST-TT/17g™ 
(17 gram dual solar panel)

 

SeaTag-MOD™ is a reusable tag with several sensors, a large memory
and strong ARGOS transmit capabilities that combine to yield large data

sets for detailed explorations of animal behavior.

 

The fish's daily feeding activity closely match to fisheries and it's
increased catchability due to vertical habitat compression resulting

from dissolved oxygen depleted zones point to a potential vulnerability
to over-exploitation. This study illustrates the importance of studying

behavior in greater detail supported by SeaTag-MOD's range of
capabilities. (Pohlot et. al, 2019)

 

Capabilities include three-axis accelerometer and magnetometer, light,
temperature and depth sensors plus a large 2GB memory and a large
wrap-around solar panel powering ARGOS transmissions that can last

months and years post pop-up. 

 
Photo Credit: Mark Fitchett, RSMAS, U Miami

 

Sailfish Acceleration

SeaTag-TT™
Low Drag & Long Endurance

SeaTag-MOD™
High Capabilities

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/323244251_Survival_and_dispersal_routes_of_head-started_loggerhead_sea_turtle_Caretta_caretta_post-hatchlings_in_the_Mediterranean_Sea
https://asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/IDETC-CIE/proceedings-abstract/IDETC-CIE2019/59223/V004T05A021/1069881
http://seaturtle.org/library/GrayT_2017_InAbstracts6thInternationalBioLogging_p179.pdf
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/ece3.2034
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capabilities. (Pohlot et. al, 2019)

https://scholarlyrepository.miami.edu/oa_dissertations/2337/
https://academic.oup.com/icesjms/article-abstract/75/2/871/3845292
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https://animalbiotelemetry.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s40317-017-0144-9
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/ece3.2034
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https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/fog.12239
https://www.desertstar.com/knowledge-base


SeaTag-MOD™

SeaTag-LOT™

SeaTag-TT/25g™

SeaTag-TT/17g™

Depth Rating: 2000m
Weight: 145g

Depth Rating: 2000m
Weight: 38g

Depth Rating: 800m
Weight: 25g

Depth Rating: 800m
Weight: 17g




